Transview Logistics (Learn more here) is a software company providing web-based transportation and
ERP solutions for metal service centers across North America.
Transview’s transportation management system Glass Steel TMS works with your existing ERP to suggest
optimized loads, identify and bid common carriers, and track trucks using onboard GPS. Modern software
for modern service centers, typical Glass TMS clients can expect a 15% reduction in freight costs for every
ton shipped.
Transview creates value for metal service centers through:
•

Deep knowledge of the metals service center business
Transview’s products were specifically designed for service
centers. Our founder and managing partner began his
career at a NASA member/owner company and knows the
service center industry inside and out.

•

Optimized transportation algorithms
By using modern artificial intelligence to develop loads and
routes, Transview clients ship more tons per truck, drive
fewer miles, pay fewer hours, and spend less time, wasting
money in traffic.

•

Common Carrier Bidding
By providing a bidding marketplace for common carrier
loads – common carriers bid down route prices for your
inbound and outbound transportation needs.

•

Experience with NASA member companies
NASA member companies are already our clients. Our size,
scope and experience are perfectly aligned with NASA
member companies.

•

Already integrated with most ERPs
Transview has existing integrations with Eniteo,
Compusource (MCMS), Stratix, and Legacy A/S400 ERPs.

Transview offers a free back-test where they optimize your historical shipping data and show how optimal
routes would have resulted in fewer trucks shipped and fewer miles driven. Let them do the work
and prove how optimization really works!
Transview Logistics joins North American Steel Alliance following an introduction of their system and its
impact within Service Steel Warehouse, a NASA member/owner company headquartered in Houston,
Texas. The Transview transportation management system was presented as a “best practice” at NASA’s
Fall Conference. TVL’s client base includes several other NASA metal service centers and metal suppliers.
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